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Description 

The Lattirner House is a two story, wood m e ,  Queen Anne Revival residence. Its hipped roof 
main bIock is augmented by several gabIe mf bays and projections, a shed roof wraparound porch, 
a cantilevered spindlework balcony and other spatial componenzs which reveal its irregular plan A 
single exterior brick chimney is attached to the southern end of the western elevation. The roof material 
is composition shingle, the house is sheathed in, weatherboard, novelty siding and imbricated shingles, 
and h e  foundation consisrs of brick piers with bdck lattice in-fill. 

The southern or main elevation is composed of a projecting gable bay to the west and the wall 
of the house to the east with its single story, shed roof wmr porch which wraps amund to the eastern 
elevation. The gable bay is decorated with imbricated shingles and decorative stick detail in the 
pediment, and punctuated only by a semi-circular, centd louvered vent. Below, an elaborate, 
spindlework balcony is cantileverrxf out from the fim story. The balcony is accessed via a single wood 
door set between single-pane half-sidelighls. Tne door is lighted with a pair of arched, single-pane 
windows. The balcony is constructed of a variety of thin turned and sawn wood sticks which form brh 
a balustrade and decorative cornice. The wall surfaces flanlung the entry are covered with triangular 
imbricated shingles. Two central, paired one-over-one wwd sash windows light the first floor below. 
A single one-over-one wood sash window lighej the second story wall to the east and a triangular, 
gabled vent dormer is  placed direcrly above. The porch below is entered from this elevation, as a low 
set of stairs leads to the enrty in the first floor. A projecting bay at h e  southeast corner, which is 
lighted with a pair of one-over-one wood sash windows, is echoed by the winrent which pmjects from 
the otherwise shed roof porch. The porch on both sides i s  decorated with an array of turned balusters 
and posts and sawn brackets and other details, The w d  k h h d  is covered with novelty siding. 

The eastern elevation is highlighted by the projecting, three-sided gable bay to the north. The 
gable pediment is of a co~igucat io~~ identical to that of the gable bay on the southern elevation. me 
two flanking sides of the bay are each fenestra~d by a central onewer-one wood sash window on 
each floor, tl-auph the lower windows are slighuy taller than thm abve. The sovrh side of the gable 
bay is also lighcd by a single one-over-one wood sash window on each floor, as is the wall of the 
second stoty to the sourh. A single story, recent shed addition fmishes this elevarion to the nortR. 

The western elevation is blank e x w t  for the exterior brick chimney attached toward the 
southern end, a small triangular dormer just to the north above, and a window and entry near the 
northern end of the elevation on the first floor. The northern elevation consists of an original two story, 
projecting gable bay to the west with a recent single story, flat mfed, concrete block addition attached 
and single story. shed roof and hipped roof dements extending to the east. A central, one-over-one 
wood sash window lights the second story of the gable, a single one-over-one wmd sash window lights 
a e  eastern wall of the shed addition and another lights the northern wall of the hipped addition. 

The only alterations of note to the house are the single story additions to the northern side of 
rhe house, These are visible from the eastem side of the house, but they do not dominate the general 
appearance and historic impression of the building. They are invisible from the southern, main 
elevation. 

The Lattimer House is in good condition. 
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Simi ficance Criterion C, local significance 

The Lattimer House (Part E, Historic Context #3) is one of the finest examples in Searcy of 
a high-style Queen Anne Revival design, if not the finest example, and as such is reflective of the 
prosperity and growth experienced by the city of Searcy during this period. Its abundance of turned 
and sawn work, its irregular plan and elevations, and its emphasis on a varlety of textures all recall 
the very essence of Queen Anne Rcvivd design. Fufiemore, all of these picturesque elements have 
k e n  placed and pmponioned in such a way as to appear neither frivolous nor eccentric. The Latoimer 
House stands as a sophisticated, ambitious and ultimately successful interpretation and celebration of 
the Queen Anne Revival style. 
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Section number 

A m =  of property: Less than one 

UTM Refmnces: 

A 151615 170l390I270 

Verbal Boundan Descrivtion: 

The southeastern q u m r  of the southern half of Lot 11, B l c k  24, Original Town of Searcy. 

Boundarv Justification: 

This boundary includes a11 the property historically associated with this resource. 














